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1. INTRODUCTION 
In some recent work on linear differential equations with delays [1, 71, we 
considered such equations of the form 
ti + Mu = I (1-l) 
under “Carathkodory conditions” that are, at least apparently, more general 
than those usually encountered in the literature. The values of u and r are 
in a Banach space E, r is locally integrable; and the “memory” M transforms 
continuous functions linearly into locally integrable functions, and “is 
ignorant of the future.” The domain of the independent variable t is R = 
]--co, co[ or [0, co[; and certain further conditions are imposed on Ad. For 
instance, Ad is a “short memory” if the values of Mu on [a, b] depend on u 
only through its values on [a - 1, b]; the choice of 1 for the maximum scope 
of the memory is made for the purposes of normalization. 
It is natural to enquire about the structure of the memory M when the 
equation (1.1) is autonomous; in that case it is natural to let the domain of t 
be R, and we shall do so. It is then obvious that the homogeneous equation 
zi + Mu = 0 is autonomous if and only if M commutes with all translations; 
for this reason we speak of translation-invariant memories. 
We shall restrict our attention in this paper to translation-invariant short 
memories. The structure of such a memory M is well known when E is finite- 
dimensional and M is a continuous operator on the FrCchet space of con- 
tinuous functions with values in E (the “continuous case”): ill is then 
expressed as a Stieltj& convolution with an operator-valued measure (cf. 
Theorem 8.7; see [6]). W e aim at some insight into the structure of M under 
more general “CarathCodory conditions” that will still ensure existence, 
uniqueness, and reasonable growth properties of the solutions of the initial- 
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value problem associated with (1 .l). ‘We shall see, in particular, that a rather 
precise description of this structure can be obtained when E is isomorphic 
to a Hilbert space. Among the results we obtain are some that illustrate the 
contention that, even for translation-invariant memories, the assumptions 
usually made for existence, uniqueness, etc., of solutions of (1.1) are unneces- 
sarily narrow. 
If M is a translation-invariant short memory, it will preserve-as will erery 
translation-invariant mapping-periodicity of any fixed period. We are 
especially concerned with periodicity of period 2 (twice the maximum scope 
of the memory); with this choice, M is sufficiently described by its action on 
the periodic functions. We shall make this observation our fundamental tool; 
so much so that we shall devote most of the paper to a thorough study of 
P-menzwies, a kind of translation-invariant operators between spaces of 
periodic functions, before showing, in Section 8, that they are precisely the 
restricted actions of translation-invariant memories and can serve to describe 
the latter fully. 
The techniques for dealing with periodic functions practically mandate that 
E be assumed to be a con@nz Banach space; however, each result in this 
paper whose statement remains meaningful for real E will be va1i.d in that 
case also: the usual method of complexification reduces one case to the other. 
The spaces of periodic functions that we have considered are the Lebesgue- 
Bochner spaces, in addition to the space of continuous functions; but all 
our work applies, with the inherent complications, to Orlicz-Bochner spaces, 
as well as to more general function spaces of the types considered in [S; 
Chapter 21. 
2. SPACES AND OPERATORS 
The set of all integers is denoted by Z, and the subset of nonnegative 
integers by H, . 
If X, I’ are Banach spaces, [X+ Y] denotes the Banach space of bounded 
linear mappings X + F, and X* denotes the dual space of X. The norm in 
each normed space is denoted by [j j/, with the specially noted exceptions. 
The field of scalars is always the complex field. 
Throughout the paper, E denotes a specific Banach space. We consider E* 
only when E is reflexive (though considerable generalization is possible); 
in that case we identify E** with E by means of the canonical congruence. 
The evaluation functional for E and E*, as weI as that for E* and E, is 
denoted by < , >. 
We shall be dealing with several function spaces. The domain of the 
functions involved will be either R = ]-co, OZ[ or The compact interval 
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[- 1, 01. These domains are provided with the usual metric topology and the 
Lebesgue measure. For every function f defined on R and every t E R we 
define the functions Sf and Ttf on R and l&j on [- 1, 0] by 
WX4 =f(-4 (Ttf> =fb - t> SER 
Wtf w = f(s + t) s E [--I, 01. 
Some often-used relations are: 
3” = T, = I (identity), T,,T, = T,,,, , ST, = T-g?, t, t’ E R, Q-1) 
rr, = I&T-, t E R. (2.2) 
We denote by L(E) the FrCchet space of all (equivalence classes modulo 
null sets of) measurable functions, f: R -+ E, that are Bochner integrable on 
each compact interval, with the topology of L1-convergence on each such 
interval; a typical defining family of seminorms is (f~-+ JJ\lfll), where J 
runs over a covering of R by compact intervals, such as, e.g., {[n - 1, n]: n EZ). 
We shall concentrate on periodic functions of period 2. All such functions 
in L(E) constitute the Banach space PI(E) with the norm If II = Jj]fjl; 
here and hereafter, when the integral of a function of period 2 lacks an indica- 
tion of the domain of integration, an arbitrary interval of length 2 is under- 
stood. Those functions in P1(E) that are pth power integrable over a period, 
or essentially bounded, constitute the Banach space Pp(E) for 1 < p < co, 
or p = 00, respectively, with the norm If 1, = (s I(fI(p)l/p or If jrn = 
ess sup l/f//, respectively. Observe that restriction to [-1: l] is a natural 
congruence PI’(E) --j L&JE), 1 <<p ,( CO. 
We denote by K(E) the FrCchet space of all continuous functions f: R -+ E, 
with the topology of uniform convergence on each compact interval. 
Whenever convenient, K(E) will be identified with a linear manifold in L(E), 
but such notions as “the value f(t) off at t” shall refer to the continuous 
function f itself, and not to some other element of its equivalence class. The 
continuous periodic functions with period 2 constitute the Banach space 
PC(E), with the supremum norm I Ic; thus PC(E) is identified with a (closed) 
subspace of P”(E). 
As concerns the domain [-1, 01, we shall use the spaces L&JE), 
1 <p < co, with the norm II U,; and the space C&,l(E) of continuous 
functions n: [-I, 0] -+ E,- with the supremum norm II ZJ Oc = II v 0, . 
The inclusions PC(E) -+ Pp(E) --f P*(E) and C~-,,,I(E) + LCn_l.ol(E) -+ 
L;-,,,,(E), 1 < Q <p < 03, are bounded; this fact will be used constantly 
without express mention. 
When no confusion is likely, we henceforth drop the argument E and write 
L, Pp, K, PC, J-&o, , Cc-ml; we point out, however, that occasionally the 
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preceding definitions are applied to E*, [E 3 El, etc., instead of E; on those 
occasions, the full notation is of course used. In subscripts, we further 
abbreviate Pn and LrY,,,J to p, and PC and Ct-l,Ol to C, as, e.g., in the nota- 
tions introduced above for the norms. 
If f E PI and [a, b] C R, we define At,,,lf E Pi to be the periodic function 
that agrees (a.e.) with f on [a, b] and, if b - a < 2, with 0 on [b, D + 2]. 
If v E q-1.q > we define WC E Pi to be the periodic function that agrees (a.e.1 
with z’ on [-- 1, 0] and with 0 on [O, 11. We find: 
(2.3) 
&IV = I (identity), n-I W’ = l7, w = 0, Ft’D~ z Ll[-r.oj . (2.4) 
The definitions of the linear operations S, T, , 17, , Ata,bl , 15’ are deliber- 
ately vague as to specifying a domain and a codomain: in each instance, these 
will be appropriate function spaces chosen among those described before; 
there mill be no danger of confusion. For each specification that will actually 
occur, these operators are continuous: thus S, and each Tt , is continuous on 
L and on K, and is a congruence on each P” and on PC; fit is a contraction 
from PP onto Lf-,,,l and fromPC onto Ct-l,al; Ata,~l is a contractive projection 
on each PD; W is an isometry from each Lf-l,Ol into Pp; and so forth. 
h mapping @ from one of the spaces L; K, PP, PC into itself or another of 
these spaces is tPnnslution-inaariant if T@ = (PT, for all f E R; continuity of 
Sp is not assumed. 
If E is reflexive and f~ Pp(E), g E Pp’(E*), where p-i A- $‘-I = 1, we 
define <<f, gJ$ = s (f, Sg?; the apparent intrusion of S in this definition is 
justified by the results (e.g., Lemma 4.3). We note that, by (2.11, 
<f,g) = (g,j> (2.5) 
U’tf,g) = <f, T,g>, t E I?. (2.6) 
We shall use the well-known fact that the mappingg M <., g> is an isometry 
when considered as a mapping PP’(E*) + (Pp(E))*, 1 <p < oci, or 
PC(E*) + (P’(E))*, or Pl(E*) -+ (PC(E))*; and that, if 1 <k < cc, Pn(E) 
is reflexive and the mapping is actually a congruence from P”‘(E*) onto 
(P”(E))*. 
For each x E E and n E Z we define &s E PC(E) by (2,x)(s) =: @?Y, 
s E R (the same notation is used when x E E*). The codomain of the operators 
Z,, is again left vague. We find 
T,Z, = e-“intZ n tER, FEZ, (2.7) 
$Z& Z,y) = 26,,(x, y) rn,nEZ, GEE, >~EE*, (2.8) 
the latter for reflexive E. 
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We denote by Tr(E), abbreviated to Tr, the class of tr%onometric poly- 
nomials (of period 2) with values in E; i.e., the linear manifold of all functions 
f = c -G&L , 
* 
where (xln: n E Z) is a family in E with only finitely many nonzero terms (this 
representation is unique). 
LEMMA 2.1. The linear manifold Tr is dense in PC and in each P”, 
1 < p < co. The closure of Tr in Pm is PC. 
Proof. The usual proof for one-dimensional E, using FejCr’s Theorem 
(as in [2; 5.14) is valid without change for an arbitrary complex Banach 
space E. 
3. TRANSLATION-INVARIANT OPERATORS 
In this section we record some well-known, or easily derived, properties 
of translation-invariant operators between spaces of periodic functions. We 
shall centre the discussion on those that map PC into PI, and we begin by 
observing the action of such mappings on the trigonometric polynomials. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that F: PC --f P1 is linear and translation-invariant. 
For each TL E Z there exists a lmique linear mapping IQ%: E + E such that 
FZn = ZnQn: E -Pl. In particular, Tr is invariant under F. If F is also 
bouzded, the71 so is each Qn , and /I Q, [I < 4 (j F jj, n E Z. 
Proof. For given n E Z, Ti(FZ,x) = FTiZ,x = e-nint(FZ,x) for each x E E 
and all t E R, by (2.7). Th ere f ore FZ,,;v = Z, y for a unique y E E, and the 
mapping x t-+ y is the required Q, . To prove the last statement we observe 
that, for given n ~i2 and x E E, jl 2,~ 11 and /) ZnQRx 11 are constant functions 
R-F R with the values /I x il and jl Qnx 11. Therefore 2 Ij Qnx Ii = 1 ZnQnx I1 = 
lFz,Jl, <!lFll I&xlc =!lFlll!x!!. 
bM&IA 3.2. If 1 < p, q < cx), and ;f F’: PP -+ PQ (or PP -+ PC, or 
PC - Pq, 01’ PC -PC) is linear and translation-invariant, then the (unique) 
F: PC --z PI such that Ff = F’f for all f E PC is linear and tramlation-invariant; 
and if F’ is bounded, so is F. 
Conversely, asswne that F E [PC -+ P1] is translatirm-invariant, and 
1 <p < co, 1 <q < cn. There exists at most one F,,E[PP+PQ], or 
F,, E [P”+PC], OT F,, E[PC-+P@], or F,,E[PC-+PC], such that 
F,,f = Ff, etc., for all f EPC; and F,, , etc., is translation-invariant. F,, 
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exists if and only if F,, exists, and F,, exists if and onb ifFcm exists. Any two 
of all these mappings agree wherever the;v are both defined. 
Under the same assumptions, F,, exists (or FCP exists) if and only if there is a 
numberc>Osuchthat jFf(,<clf(g(or lFfI,eIfl3foral~fETr. 
If FE [PC -+Pr] is translation-invariant and 1 < p, < pe < CO, I < q1 ? 
qz < LZI, and if FDIQ1 exists, then FpSQS exists (or Fcu, exists) if and onb if FpIn, 
maps PO, (or PC) into W; which is the case, in particular, when q2 < q1 . 
Proof. The first paragraph is trivial. The second and third follow from 
Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1 (invariance of Tr under F). The last paragraph follows 
from the second and (for q2 > qr) from the Closed Graph Theorem. 
For later reference, we need a “local” criterion for the existence of F,, , etc. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that F: PC --t P1 is linear and translation-invuiaviant, 
and 1 < p < xj, 1 < q < c;o. Then F is bounded, and F,, exists (OY F,, exists) 
if and only if there exists an interval [a, b] C R and a number co > 0 such that 
I &bl~fL~ G co If I, (01 <cOIflc) for UlZfEPC. 
Proof. Translation-invariance, and the denseness of PC in Pfi (Lemma 
2.1). 
Although we do not plan to use it here, it is pertinent in this connection to 
record the validity of an interpolation theorem of the classical type; this kind 
of theorem has been extended to Or&--Bochner spaces in [4]. 
LEMMa 3.4. Assume that F E [PC --f P1] is transZat~oio7z-inva~~af~t, and 
1 <p, ,p, < ,333 1 < q1 , q2 < 00. If FDIgl and F,,,V9 exist and if p = 
(Ap;’ t (1 - A) PC’)-‘, q = (Aq;l -+ (I - A) q;I)-l fop some X E [O, I], fhen 
Fix exists. 
Proof. rIpply [4; Theorem 2.1. l] (with q%(u) = u-“?, Q<(u) = z@c, r = ri = 
si = 1 for i = I, 2) to the spaces Lr:,,,I(E), Lag,,,,, under their natural 
congruences to Ppi(E), P*<(E). 
We have not considered the space P” as a domain, in order to avoid 
unpleasant uniqueness questions. We record one simple result in this con- 
nection. 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume that FE [PC -+ P’] is translation-invariant, and 
1 < p < cm, 1 < q < co. If F,, and F,, both exist, there exists a unique 
F mp E [P” + Pq] such that Fanf = FBlf for all f E P*. This F,, does not depend 
on p, and is translation-invariant. 
Proof. The closure in Pp of the unit ball of PC is the unit ball of P”, 
and the unit ball of Pg is cl.osed in PI. 
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We next turn to questions involving duality. Suppose E is reflexive and 
F E [PC(E) -PI(E)] is translation-invariant. If there exists 
F* E [PC(E*) + Pl(E*)] 
such that ((Ff, g>> = ((f, F*g> for all f E PC(E), g E PC(E*), it is clear that 
F* is unique and translation-invariant, and that F** = F [by (2.6) and (2.5)]. 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume that E is refexive and that F E [PC(E) --t PI(E)] is 
translation-invariant. Then : 
(1) Assume thut F* exists, and 1 < p < co, 1 < 4 < 03, p-1 + ~‘-1 = 
q-l + q’-l = 1. If F,, exists, then (F*)*,,, exists; ;f F,, exists, then F(*),,, 
exists; ifF,, exists, then (F*)c., exists. 
(2) Conversely, if F,, exists for some p, q such that 1 <p, q < co, then 
F* exists. 
(3) Let Qn. E [E--j E], n E Z, be as given by Lemma 3.1. If F* exists, 
then F*Z, = ZnQ.n*, n E Z, zuhese Qn* E [E* ---f E*] is the adjoint of Qn . 
Proof. Statement (1) follows from the definitions, the isometry of the 
mapping g H ((., g> as noted in Section 2, and Lemma 3.3 with [a, b] = 
[-1, I]. To prove Statement (2), we observe that the adjoint operator of 
F9, E [Pp(E) --+ P*(E)] is represented, under the congruences Pp’(E*) + 
P”(E))* and P@(E*) --f (Pq(E))* by a translation-invariant operator 
A’ E [P@(E*) -+ Pp’(E*)] such that <F,,f, g>> = {f, -4’glj for all f E P?‘(E), 
g E P@(E*). By Lemma 3.2 there exists a translation-invariant 
A E [PC(E*) --j Pt(E*)J 
such that Ag = A’g for all g E PC(E*), and this A is clearly the required F”. 
If F* exists, Lemma 3.1 yields the existence of QZn’ E [E* -+ E*] such that 
F*Z,, = ZnQn’, n E??. By (2.8) we have 
It follows that Qn’ = Qn*, n E H, and Statement (3) holds. 
In one important case the existence of FpR and of F* follows from the 
structure of E. 
LEMMA 3.7. If E is isomorphic to a Hilbert space and FE [PC + PI] is 
translation-invariant, then F2& and F* exist. 
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Pyoof. There is no loss in assuming that E is actually a Hilbert space, with 
the inner product (,). Then P2 is a Hilbert space, with the inner product 
((.A g)) = J (f, 8). In particular, 
((2&x, Z,y)) = J” effi(m-Fz)s(x, y) ds = 26,,@, yj 
for all WE, ?z E Z and x, y E E. Therefore 
for all families ( yn: ~a E iz) in E with only finitely many nonzero terms. 
If f~ Tr, then f = Cn Z.,X, for such a family (x,: n E Z); Lemma 3.1 
implies Ff = Cn Z,Q,. n ‘c E Tr. Applying (3.1) to f and Ff we find, using 
Lemma 3.1, 
From Lemma 3.2 (third paragraph) with p = 4 = 2 and c = 4 [/F \j we 
infer that Fp2 exists. The existence of F* then follows from Lemma 3.6, (2) 
with p = q = 2. 
4. P-~IEMORIES 
A P-Trzemory is a translation-invariant linear mapping F: PC -+ P1 such 
that for each interval [u, !I] C R and allf, , f2 E PC, Ff and Ffi agree on [a, b] 
if fi and f2 agree on [u - I, 61. The relationship between P-memories and 
translation-invariant memories will be discussed in Section 8. 
Remark. The condition is trivially verified if b - a > 1; and the scope 
of the definition is unaltered if one merely requires verification of the condition 
for intervals [a, b] with b - a < d for some fixed d > 0. 
The whole of Section 3 is of course applicable to P-memories; we now 
obtain some more specific results: the first says that the modification I7,, of 
a P-memory F is itself much like a P-memory; the second is a representation 
theorem for a P-memory F when F,, exists; the third says that if F is a 
P-memory and if F* exists, then F* is also a P-memory. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that FE [PC --) Pr] is translation-inoasialt, and that 
F,, exists for some p, q, 1 < p < a, 1 < q < ,m. Tken F is a P-menzory if and 
only ;f 
A L7,hlFva = 4a,blFml4u--l,bl [a, b] c R. (4.11 
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Proof. The “if” part is trivial. Assume thatF is a P-memory. If b - a > 1, 
(4.1) holds trivially; we assume without loss that b - a < 1, and observe 
that (4.1) is then equivalent to 
4a,bl~d4b,u+d = 0. (4.2) 
Let f~ PP be given. For each E > 0 there exists g E PC such that g agrees 
with 0 (hence with -4, b,Q31~f) on [a - 1, b] and satisfies I A[,,,+& - g 1, < E. 
Since F is a P-memory, Fg and 0 agree on [a, b]. Therefore 
I 4,~1Fzw4ut+11 f I, < I 4a,#&%.a+d - dl, + I 4&g I, 
,< II F,, II I h,.a+llf - g I, + 0 < II Fm II E. 
Since E > 0 and f E PP were arbitrary, (4.2) holds. 
Remark. If F is a P-memory and the assumptions of Lemma 3.5 are 
satisfied, Fm, also satisfies (4.1) (with p replaced by CO). 
THEOREM 4.2. If F is a bounded P-memory and F,, exists, then tkwe is a 
unique P E [C[-I,O~ --+ Ej suck tlzat 
(Ff)(t) = &I&f for all fe PC and all t E R. (4.3) 
Conversely, $-P E [CL-~,~J -+ E] is given, (4.3) dejines a bounded P-me?llory F 
such that F,, exists, and 11 F,, 11 = ji P Ii. 
Proof. For each v E Ct-r,sl we define g, E PC uniquely and linearly by 
requiring g,“(s) = v(- / s I), s E [- 1, I]; thus I&g, = v and I g,” Ic = II v Uc . 
By the assumption, the mapping i? Cr-I,OI -+ E defined by $v == (Fg,)(O) is 
linear and bounded, with Ij P jj < 11 Fee 11. % ‘e c 1 aim that this & satisfies (4.3); 
the uniqueness is then obvious on applying (4.3) to f = gv and t = 0. 
To prove our claim, let f EPC and t E R be given, and set v = Iltf. Now 
(2.2) implies that II,,g,U = v = II,,T-,f, so that g, and T-,f agree on [- 1,0] 
Let E > 0 be given; we may choose 6 > 0 so small that 6 < 1 and 
There exists 71 E PC such that Jr and g, - T-,f agree on [-I, 61 and such 
that I h jc < E, Since F is a P-memory, Fh and F(g, -- T-,f) agree on [O, 81; 
therefore 
IijQtf - (Ff)(t)ll = ilpv - (T-d?f)(~)ll = Ii (F(ge - T-f >>(O)ll 
= II(FJW)ll d IIFcc il I h Ic G ll~cc II E. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, (4.3) follows. 
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Conversely, assume P E [C~-~,jj -+ E] given. If f E PC, f is uniformly 
continuous; therefore t E- fit f : R -+ Cr-l,Ol is continuous and periodic with 
period 2, and hence g: t -+&7J is in PC, with \ g Ic < \IP 11 if [ic . The 
mapping f H g: PC -+ PC is therefore linear and bounded; we denote it by 
F cc, and by F its composition with the inclusion PC -+ PI (this is consistent 
with Lemma 3.2). Then F satisfies (4.3) by definition, and jj FCC I/ < I/P I/. If 
the interval [a, b] is given and fl ,f2 E PC agree on [a - 1, b], then I&f1 = 
17Js for all t E [a, b], so that Ffi and Fjz agree on [a, b]. To complete 
the proof that F is a P-memory, we show that F is translation-invariant. For 
each f E PC and t, t’ E R, (4.3) and (2.2) yield 
(FT,f )(t’) = &&~Ttf = pI&Tetf = (Ff)(t’ - t) = (T,Ff)(t’). 
LEI~~~&A 4.3. Assume that E is rejlexive, that F is a bounded P-memor;)?, and 
that F* exists. Then F* is a bowzded P-nzemor3). 
Proof. F* is linear, bounded, and translation-invariant. To complete the 
proof, it is enough to show that if 0 < a < 1 and g E PC(E*) agrees with 0 
on [a - 1, 11, then F*g agrees with 0 on [a, 11. 
For every f~ PC(E) that agrees with 0 on [-a, 11, Ff agrees tvith 0 on 
[l - a, I]; since 5’g agrees with 0 on [-1, 1 - a], we have 
0 = 1’ (Ff, Sg> = ((Ff, g;> = {f, F*g> 
'-1 
Since J EPC(E) was only restricted to agreeing with 0 on [-a, 11, it follows 
that SF*g agrees with 0 on [- 1, -a]; hence F*g agrees with 0 on [a, I]. 
We conclude this section with some technical remarks. First we examine a 
trivial type of P-memory. For each linear mapping Q F [E + E] we define 
Q” E [PC --t P’] by @“f)(S) = Qj(s) for all f e PC and all s E R. 
LEMMA 4.4. For each Q E [E -+ E], Q” is a boutzdeed P-memory and satisj?es 
QXZ, = Z,Q for all n c %. Further, (QX& exists, and (QX),, e&tits for each p, 
1 < p < XI. If E is rejlem’ve, Qx* exists, and in fact Q”* = Q*X, where 
Q* E: [E* + E*] is the adjoint of Q. 
Proof. Trivial. 
In the sequel, it will be advantageous to deal with P-memories F that satisfy 
FZ,, = 0. This will not be a serious restriction, as we now remark. 
LEikh 4.5. Let F be a bounded P-memor31, and Q, E [E-t E] as given by 
Lemma 3.1. Set F, = F - Q,,x. Then: 
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(1) F,, is a bounded P-memory such that F,,ZO = 0. 
(2) FOY given p, 1 < p < co, F,, exists if and only if (F&, exists; F,, 
exists if and only if (F,,& exists. 
(3) If E is reflexive, F* exists if and onb if (F,J* exists; in that case, 
(F,)” = (F”), = F” - Q,*“. 
Proof. Lemmas 3.1, 4.4, and 3.6, (3). 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
We construct an example to illustrate some possibilities concerning the 
existence of F,, for a P-memory F, and in particular to demonstrate the 
special nature of Lemma 3.7 in this context. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. 1. Let the number r be given, 1 < 7 < co. Set E == Z’p+) 
if r < co, and E = Z,,m(H+) [sometimes denoted c&E’+)] if Y = co. Let 
(e,n: n EZ,) be the standard basis of the separable Banach space E. 
Set 
-I, and k, = k f i-l(log i)-“, ?I = 3, 4,..., 
i=n 
so that k, = 1 and (k,J is a strictly decreasing sequence tending to 0. Further, 
let z E E be the point of components z(O) = x(l) = $2) = 0, z(n) = 
n--llr(log n)-I, n = 3,4 ,... (where l/r = 0, etc., when r = co). 
De&e P E [CL-~,~~ -+ E] by ik = CI=a z(n) v”(-k,) e, for all ZI E C[-l,ol , 
where w” denotes the 0th component of v (in order to avoid the ambiguity 
of z(0)). We define the bounded P-memory F by (4.3) (so that F,-C e.xists) and 
find 
Ff= f z(n) T2%foe, 
n=3 
for all f E PC, All summations in the example are henceforth over the index IZ 
from 3 to co unless the contrary is explicitly noted. 
We claim that if 1 < T < p < 03, then F,, exists, but that if 1 < p < Y < 
co, then not even F,, e.tists. In particular, if r = co, F,, does not exist for any 
p,q, l,cp<a l<p<(yJ. 
Observe that if 1 < r < co, E is reflexive and E* is congruent to Zr!(T-l)(Z+). 
If our claim is valid, FrT exists, so that F* exists by Lemma 3.6, (2). By 
Lemma 3.6, (l), if 1 < 4 < Y/(Y - l), then (F*), exists, but if r/(r - l),-< 4 < 
co, neither (F*),-n nor any (F*),4, 1 < p < co, exists. 
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Combining these two statements, we observe that if E = I“@+) for some I 
such that 1 < 7 < 2 or 2 < F < CO, or if E = ZO1l(Z+), there exists a bounded 
P-memory F such that Fa3 does not exist. This may be contrasted with 
Lemma 3.7. 
2. We now prove the first part of our claim; we assume 1 < I’ < p < cc). 
If .fE PC (a fortiori iff E Tr), we have 
~\Ff!j“ = 1 (z(n) Tk, 1 f0 I)* = c ,~(n)~(p--I‘).:~ (.~(n)~“~~ Tp,t If0 i’> 
Therefore 
By Lemma 3.2, F,, exists. 
3. To prove the second part of our claim, we assume I < p < r < w. 
For each ??z == 3, 4,..., to remain fixed for the time being, we choose a contin- 
uous nonnegative-real-valued periodic function ~~ with period 2; such that 
its support in [-I, l] is contained in the interval [--kin-t(Iog %)-a, O], and 
such that 
We set fnz = rp,neo E PC. Thus 
(5.1) 
But km-ljlog nz)-a < hn-‘-(log n)--z = k, - knfl , II == 3,..., WE; therefore the 
support in [ - 1, l] of T,Q?~ is contained in 
[k, - kd(log WZ)-~, k,] C $%;l ;k,‘; 3<n<m 
7 m+1i nz < 71. 
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The supports of Tk,qm ,... , Tkmcp, are therefore pairwise disjoint, and disjoint 
from those of Tk,+,p,,, ,... . It follows that 11 Fim, (1 3 Cz=, .~(a) Tk,‘pm , and 
therefore 
(Here we have used the following inequality, valid for all a, 0 < 01 < 1, and 
allj, ?nEZ.+, 1 <j<m: 
m 
F?z-” > 111-a + Jim s-a ds = (~1 + i.lln s-” ds) ml-” 
2 (1 - ( j - l)m-l)m~-~ > j-‘wz~-*.) 
Comparing (5.1) and (5.2) as m varies, we find that 
1 Ffnl II/1 fm 1, > ~~-‘“-l’:~~12’1/p’-L1/T)(log m)-3 -+ 00 as m+cO. 
Therefore FDl does not exist. 
6. REPRESENTATION THEOREMS 
THEOREM 6.1. Let 1 <p < cc), 1 < 4 < co, and let F’ E [P” --f Pq] be 
gizlen. Then F’ = F,, for some bounded P-memory F with FZ, = 0 if and 01213’ 
if there exists H, E IIL;j-l,Ol -+ E] such that 
J 
sb F’f = H,(17, - IIJf fey all f 5 PO and all [a, b] CR. (6.1) 
a 
If this is the case, Ei, is uniquely determined ly (6. I), and satisfies 
Proof. 1. Assume that H, E [Lf-,,,, -+ E] satisfying (6.1) exists. This 
implies, using (2.2), 
I” I1”,F’f = s”-” F’f := H,@-, - I&,)f = H,(17, - I7,) Ttf = j-bF'Gf 
a a-t R 
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for all SE PJ, ali [a, b] C Ii, and all t E R; it follows that F’ is translation- 
invariant. By Lemma 3.2, there is a unique translation-invariant FE [PC -+ PI] 
such that F’ = F,, . We shall write F,, for F’ in the rest of the proof. 
If [a, b] is an interval and f E PC agrees with 0 on [a - 1, b], we have 
Dtf = L?,f = 0 for all t E [a, b]. By (6.1), 
j:‘Fj” 1 Jbt Fpaf = H,(II, - IIu)f = 0, t t’ [a, b]. 
Therefore Ff agrees with 0 on [a, b], and F is indeed a bounded P-memory. 
For every x E E we have 
SO that FZ, == 0. With the operator Qn E [E --f E] defined by Lemma 3.1, 
we have Q0 = 0; and for each R EZ, n # 0, and each x E E, we have, using 
CW, (2.7), 
*O 
J -1/n 
FZ$ = H,(q) - K.~,,) z,x = Hgq)(To - T1ln) z,:r 
= (1 - e--rri) HJl,,Z,x = 2H,14,Znx, 
s 
0 
r ’ FZ,x = -lift 
ZnQnx = (f” eains ds Q,p z 2(&)-l Qp. 
‘-1.in ‘-1172 
Therefore 
Q, == rrinH,fIoZp , 12EZ, (6.4) 
and (6.3) follows from (6.4) and Lemma 3.1. It remains to prove the unique- 
ness of H, and the validity of (6.2). 
2. From (6.1) withF’ = F,, and (2.4) we find 
This formula uniquely determines H,; and from it we obtain (6.2) thus: 
1) H,o 1) < (J:l j/Fp,14k ,,@r” < (F,,W~ 1, < /jF,,/j 1 WV I, 
= llF,,/l 0 v 0,. 
3. We now assume, conversely, that F is a bounded P-memory with 
8Z, = 0, and that F,, exists. For each interval [r, S] C 19 we define 
%,sl E P” + El 
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it is evident that this linear mapping is bounded, since F,, is bounded. 
From (6.6) we find, using Lemma 4.1 and the translation-invariance of F,, , 
%,tl = %,,I + 4s~ r<s<t, (6.7) 
ffrr,sl = f-fr,.,sA,,,s~ r < s, (6.8) 
%,,,I = Hr,-s,,,F-s P < s. (6.9) 
From (6.8) we get 
~4r,sI4s,t.+ll = 0 r<s<r+ 1. (6.10) 
Our next aim is to show that 
%+-I,~+II = 0 TER. (6.11) 
By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, 
for all n E H and all x E E (n = 0 is included, since by the assumption ,O, = 0). 
Thus H~,rtd = 0 for all f~ Tr; since Tr is dense in PP (Lemma 2.1), 
(6.11) holds. 
4. Let the interval [a, b] C R be given, with b - n < 1. The crux of 
this part of the proof is a lengthy computation, which we shall interrupt with 
comments to explain the successive steps. The first step uses (6.7). 
fb--l,d’~~,~~ - 4n-~n14a-~a1 
= V4o--l,a14--l,a1 4 fL,a14n,ti1 + fkz,a14-LOI) 
- (%-~,a&a-~,~-~~ + %-L--lh-MI + H~~,a14a-~ad = -*- 
(the middle term in each parenthesis is 0 by (6.10); the first and last terms 
cancel; the next step uses (6.7) and the trivial identity Atn-l,a-l~ = A[a+l,bi.rl) 
. . . = Hro,t~%--l,~~ - Hra--l,aAa-LMI 
= HI~,&M,oI + ffta,d4a--l,t+-l1 - HLN,GL,D-II 
= f4n,d~a--1,01 - &a--l,&z+~~+~~ = .*. 
yHpply (6.8) to the first term; by (6.11), (6.7), (6.10), the second term is 
b,a+ll4a+l,b+ll = 0) 
. . . = &,,,I - 
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Summarizing and applying (6.9) (2.3), (2.4), (2.2) successively, we find 
that we have proved 
In view of the definition (6.6), we have proved (6.1) with F’ = F,, and 
H, = H[-,,,lf~E [I+,,,, + E] (cf. (6.5)); but only for intervals [n, b] with 
b - a < 1. However, the form of (6.1) then implies that the formula is valid 
for all intervals [a, b]. 
Remark 1. The substance of Formula (6.1) may be restated as follows: 
for each f E PP the function t w H,l&f: R -+ E is a primitive (an indefinite 
Bochner integral), and F’f = F,,f is its derivative (and is in P*); in symbols, 
F,,f = (HJLf ). f E PP. (6.12) 
Renzark 2. The “if” part of Theorem 6.1 remains valid-except for a 
constant factor in (6.2)-if P” and L;P_l,O, are replaced by PC and Ct-I,Ol , 
respectively (and F,, by F,, and H, by, say, H,). Part 1 of the proof is 
unchanged. Part 2 is modified as follows. 
Define YE [C[-r,ol + E] by Yv = $(a(- 1) + z’(O)), v E C[-l,ol . For each 
such q (I - 17,ZaY) 2, E CI-r,O, has opposite values at -1 and 0; there 
exists therefore a function TV’v E PC with 
now,v = -rr,W’v = $(I - IToZ2Y)v; 
the operator W’ thus defined is in [Cf-I,Ol -+ PC], and I\ Y 11 = I, jj W /i < 1. 
Using these definitions and (6.4) and (6.1) we find 
This determines H, uniquely; and Lemma 3.1 shows that 
Suppose an operator HE [LcP_l,ol -+ E] is given: how could one tell whether 
it is the unique HP associated with a bounded P-memory F as in Theorem 
6.1 ? This theorem indicates a necessary condition: /I Ii17,Z, jj = O(j ?z 1-9. 
We shall now show that if p = 2 and E is isomorphic to a Hilbert space, 
this condition is also sufficient. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Assume that E is isomorphic to a Hilbert space, apld let 
H E CL&o, --f E] be given. Then there exists a bounded P-memory F such that 
FZ, = 0 and such that F,, exists and satisjies 
s b Fzzf = H(I& - I&)f for all f E Pz and all [a, b] C R (6.13) a 
II H17,Zn II = WI n I-‘). (6.14) 
Proof. The “only if” part is a special case of Theorem 6.1. We assume 
without loss that E is actually a Hilbert space; we then use the discussion 
in the proof of Lemma 3.7, especially (3.1). We assume that (6.14) holds, and 
set o(H) = supZ Z- J 12 / J/ HI&Z, Ij < co. 
We are guided by (6.4), and we therefore dej?ze the operators & E [E + E] 
bY 
0, = rinHi7,,Z, , HEZ; (6.15) 
they verify 
Qo = 0; II Q)n II < 4Hh nEZ. (6.16) 
We next define the linear mapping F,: Tr -+ Tr by 
(6.17) 
for each family (x,: n. EH) in E with only finitely many nonzero terms. From 
(6.17), (3.1), (6.16), 
so that 
I Flf12 < 4H) If I, fG Tr. (6.18) 
Further, (6.17), (6.15), (2.7), (2.2) yield 
= HI&,(T-b - T-,) Z,x 
= H(IT, - I&) Z-%x, n E Z, x E E, [a, b] CR 
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(even for n = 0, since Q0 = O!). Thus Fr satisfies 
s ’ Flf = H(nb - D&f f E Tr, [a, b] C R. (6.19) a 
By (6.18) and Lemma 2.1, Fl has a unique bounded linear extension 
F’ E [Pz +P2], with l/F’ [/ < o(H) (application to 2,x shows that equality 
actually holds). By (6.19), F’ satisfies (6.1) with p = 2 and HZ = N. The 
conclusion follows from Theorem 6.1 with p = 4 = 2. 
7. FINITE DIMENSION 
In this section we assume that E is finite-dimensional, and we examine 
how this affects the structure of P-memories. In the first place, of course, E is 
now isomorphic to a Hilbert space, so that Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 6.2 are 
applicable. Beyond this, the availability of the Riesz-Fischer Theorem and 
the Riesz Representation Theorem allows us to give integral representation 
theorems for P-memories that are more explicit than Theorems 4.2, 6.1, and 
6.2. This topic borders on extensively studied questions in Harmonic Analysis 
and Multiplier Theory that we shall not explore. 
THEOREM 7.1. Assume that E is Jinite-dimensional, lf F is a bounded 
P-memory such that FZ, = 0, then F,, exists and there is a zcnipe 
such that 
i” F22f = lo ‘F ’ (nb -- 17,)f (I /:l i‘~(S)(f(s + b) - f(S j- a)) dS) 
(1 --x 
this e, satis$es 
REPS, [a, b] CR; 
(7.1) 
!lS 
0 
-1 
eains(?F(s) ds 11 = O([ II 1-l). (7.2) 
Conaersely, if e E Lfe,,ol( [E -+ E]) is given, there exists a bounded P-TTremory F 
with FZ, = 0 and such that eF = c if and only if 
I 0 
i;s ' -1 
enin@ ds Ii = O(\ n 1-l). (7.3) 
505/W3-4 
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Proof. By the Riesz-Fischer Theorem, the mapping 
e I-+ H: Lfe,,,,([E - E]) --f [Lf-,,,@) -j E] 
defined by Hv = j!I G . v for each v E I,-,,,,(E) is an isomorphism. The 
conclusion follows from Lemma 3.7 and Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. 
Remark. We have used here, and shall continue to use, the centred dot 
to signal that we are dealing with the pointwise application of an operator: 
thus, G * v is the function s + G(s) v(s). 
For technical reasons it is useful to reformulate Theorem 7.1, replacing 
GF by a periodic operator-valued function. 
COROLLAS 7.2. Assume that E is jnite-dimensional. If F is a bounded P- 
memory such that FZ, = 0, then F,, exists and there is a unique G, E P2([E -+ E]) 
that agrees with 0 on IO, I[ and satisfies 
lbFrlf = 1 GF . (T-b - T-Jf fcP"(E), [a, b] C R (7.4) B 
and this Gf sat$es 
IIS Ii 
eainsGF(s) ds / -L O(( n 1-l). (7.5) 
Conversely, if G E P”([E --f E]) is given and agrees with 0 on IO, I[, there exists 
a bounded P-memory F with FZ, = 0 and such that G, = G zjc and only if 
IIS eliinsG(s) ds /I = O(l n 1-l). 
Proof, By Theorem 7.1, with G, = JXG, , G = l&G, and using (2.2) 
and (2.4). 
COROLLARY 7.3. Assume that E is finite-dimensional. If F is a bounded 
P-memory with FZ,, = 0, then F* exists and is a bounded P-memory with 
F*Z,, = 0, and G, = (GF)* EPB([E* + E*]) (where (GF)*(s) = GJs)* is the 
adjoint of GF(s) for each s E R). 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.6, (3), F* exists and F*Z,, = 0; by Lemma 
4.3, F* is a bounded P-memory. We now apply (7.4) to F and F* and follow 
the argument used to prove (6.4) in Theorem 6.1; using Lemma 3.6, (3), 
we find 
Qn = T&Z s tPsGF(s) ds Qn* = Tin s e*inSG&s) ds n E Z. 
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Comparing these formulae, we infer that the Fourier coefficients of (GF)* and 
G,, are the same, with possible exception of the coefficients of order 0; SO 
these two functions differ by a constant. Since each agrees with 0 on 10, 11, 
they must be identical. 
In the immediate sequel we shall be dealing with functions of bounded 
variation, with operator values; we wish to specify normalized forms for 
them. We denote bv PV([E+ E]) the linear manifold of all functions 
B: R -+ [E -+ E] that are periodic of period 2 and have bounded variation 
in each period, and satisfy B(s) = $(B(s - 0) + B(s + 0)) for ail s E R. 
PV([E + E]) is identified, whenever convenient, with a linear manifold of 
P”([E+ E]), hence of Ps([E--t-E]); but- in a convention simiIar to that 
used for continuous functions-properties having to do with the bounded 
variation, such as integration with respect to dB, shall refer to the normalized 
function of bounded variation itself, and not to any other member of its 
equivalence class. 
We denote by Vt-l,ol([E+ E]) the linear manifold of ali functions 
8: [- 1, 0] -+ [E + E] of bounded variation that satisfy 8(- 1) = B(O) = 0, 
A(s) = &(&(s - 0) + B(s + 0)) for all s ~1-1, O[. Vt-l,O~([E+ E]) is 
identified, when convenient, with a linear manifold of LF-,,,]([I? --f I?]), but 
with the same provisos as for the periodic functions. 
LEMMA 7.4. Assume that E is jinite-dimensional. If F is a bounded 
P-memory with FZ, = 0 such that F,, exists, then there exists a zkqzle 
B E Vr-,.,l([E --j E]) such that 
(W(t) = lo (6 - Gf (= .i”, (d&))f(s + I)) SE PC(E), t E R. 
1 
(7.7) 
Conaecely, if B E Vt,,,j([E -+ E]) is given, (7.7) dejkes a bounded P-memory 
F with FZo = 0 and such that F,, exists. 
Proof. By the Riesz Representation Theorem, the linear mapping B +P 
defined by 
for each z, E C[-l,ol(E) is a bijective mapping from Vt-l.ol([E --j E]) onto the 
subspace of [Cr-l,ol(E) + E] consisting of those operators that annihilate 
the constants in C~.,,,1(E). The conclusion follows from Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 7.5. Assume that E is jinite-dimensional, and that F is a bounded 
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P-memory with FZ,, = 0. Then F=, exists if and only if G, E PV([L? + E]) or, 
equivaZentZy, GF E VI-,,,l([E -+ E]). In that case we have 
(Ff)(t) = - j (dG,) * T-+f = - f” (dC&) * L$f ~EPC(E), t E R. 
‘-1 
(7.8) 
Conversely, if G E PV([E + E]) agrees with 0 on 10, I[ (or if 
Q E v,-,.,I([~ -+ Jm 
there exists a bounded P-memory F such that FZ, = 0, F,-, exists, and G, = G 
(and QF = (2). 
Proof. Suppose F is a bounded P-memory with FZ,, = 0, and suppose 
F,, exists. Let B be as given by Lemma 7.4. We define B E PV([E -+ E]) to 
agree with 2 on ]- 1, 0[ and with 0 on IO, I[. We find B(-1 + 0) = 
B(-I - 0) and B(+O) - B(-0) = -B(-0). Thus (7.7) may be rewritten, 
with the help of (2.2) as 
(Ff)(t) = j-” (d@ * floT-ff = 1’” 
-1 -1-O 
(dB) * Tw,f = j” (dB) * T-if 
f E PC(E), t E R. 
(7.9) 
By Fubini’s Theorem and integration by parts, 
j” Ff = j”” (j’ (dB(s))f(s + t)) dt = j:l dB(s) jbf(s f t) dt 
a a -1 a 
=- j’ B(s)(f (s + 6) - f(s + a)) ds = - / B . (T-b - T-Jf 
-1 
f E PC(E), [a, b] C R. 
We compare this with (7.4) and use the fact that B agrees with 0 on 10, l[ and 
that PC(E) is dense in P*(E). We conclude that GF = -B (as elements of 
P2([E + El); thus G, E PV([E ---f E]), and (7.9) implies the first equality of 
(7.8). The second follows on normalizing Gp as a member of VI,,,,I([E -+ E]), 
since GF agrees with G, on ] - 1, O[, and GF( - 1) = GF(- 1 - 0) = Gp(0) = 
Gp(+O) = 0. 
Assume conversely that G EPV([E --+ E]) agrees with 0 on IO, l[, and 
define &[-l,O]-[E+E] t o a g ree with G on ]- 1, 0[ and to satisfy 
G(--1) = G(O) = 0. Then GE VL-~,~J([E ---f E]), and by Lemma 7.4. the 
formula 
(Ff)(t) = - j- (dG) . T-,f = - s_o, (d@ . I7J f E PC(E), t E R 
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defines a bounded P-memory F such that FZ,, = 0 and such that FCC exists. 
Application of the first part of the proof to F yields G, = G and GF = G. 
Remark. The fact that every G E PV([E -+ E]) satisfies (7.6) regardiess of 
its values on 10, 11, is a standard result [2; 2.3.61. 
COROLLARY 7.6. dsswne that E is jinite-dimensional, and that F is a 
bounded P-memory. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) F,, exists; 
(bj Fll exists; 
(c) (F*),, exists; 
(d) (F”),, exists. 
Proof. (a) is equivalent to “Fcm exists”, by Lemma 3.2, and hence to (d), 
by Lemma 3.6. The same argument applied to F* shows that (b) is equivalent 
to (c). It remains to show that (a) is equivalent to (c); by Lemma 4.5, these is 
no loss in assuming that FZ,, = 0, which implies F*Z, = 0. 
By Theorem 7.5, (a) is equivalent to “GF E PV([.E ---f El)“; by Corollary 7.3, 
this is equivalent to “GF = G(p)* EPV([E* - E*])“; by Theorem 7.5 
applied to F*, this is equivalent to (c). 
We now give an example to show that FCC and Fll need not coexist if E 
is not finite-dimensional, even if E is isomorphic to a Hilbert space, contrary 
to what Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 6.2 might have encouraged us to expect. 
EX4MPLE 7.7. (Example 5.1, continued). In Example 5.1, set Y = 2, so 
that E and E* are separable Hilbert spaces. Now F,, exists, but F,, does not 
exist for any p, 1 < p < 2; in particular, neither F,, nor any other F,, with 
1 < p < 2 exists. On the other hand, (F*)l, exists, but (F*),, , and hence 
P’*k, 3 does not; neither does any (F*),u with 2 < q < 00. 
We next describe, in two examples, bounded P-memories F in a finite- 
dimensional space E for which F,, does not exist. A comparison of Corollary 
7.2 and Theorem 7.5 shows that what is required is a function G E P”([E-+ E]) 
that agrees with 0 on 10, l[ and satisfies (7.6), but is not of bounded variation 
in a period. 
EXAIVIPLE 7.8. 1. In both examples we let E be the (complex) scalar field, 
and identify [E --+ E] with the scalar field. We construct a function G, E P2 
such that: (a): G, is not of bounded variation on a period, but (b): G, is of 
bounded variation on every compact interval [a, b] C R that does not contain 
any point of the form 2n - +, n E Z; and (c): 
II 
eninSGo(s) ds / = O(\ n 1-l). 
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We then set G = At-r,s~G, EP~. We find: (1) G agrees with 0 on 10, I[; 
(2) G - G, = -A[,,,lG, is a function of bounded variation on each period; 
(3) G agrees with G, on I-1, 0[, and is therefore not of bounded variation on 
a whole period; and (4) 
1 1 eninsG(s) ds 1 < / \ evinSGo(s) ds / + id enins(G - G,,)(s) ds 1 
= 00 n rl>, 
on account of (c) and (2) (cf. Remark to Theorem 7.5). By (1) and (4) there 
exists a unique bounded P-memory F with FZ, = 0 and such that G, = G 
(Corollary 7.2); by (3), F,, does not exist (Theorem 7.5); neither does F,, 
(Corollary 7.6). 
2. Our first example has some interesting theoretical aspects. We 
define G, by 
G,(s) = -(27r-1 log(2 + 2 sin TS) = r--l Re log(1 -- ie+is)-1 
= ,>zo (217 1 n I)-’ i,neaiJ2s, s E R\(-i + 22). (7. IO) 
Conditions (a), (b), (c) are obviously satisfied (G, is, in addition, piecewise 
monotone, and continuous except at -$ + 22), and the bounded P-memory 
F constructed in Part I has the described properties. We shall now show that, 
although F,, and F,, do not exist, FSp does exist whenever 1 <p < CO. 
Let the function of bounded variation G - G, = -Att,rlG,, be normalized 
to be in PV, and define the translation-invariant operator Fl E [PC -+ P’] by 
(Flf)(t) = j (4G - Go)) . T-tf 
= -G,(O)f(t) + G,(l)f(t + 1) - jol i;o(s>f(s -I- t> ds 
= ((27r)-l log 2)(f(r) -f(t - 1)) + ; ?1’ 1 ;s,‘, f(s + t) ds, 
~EPC, tER. 
(7.11) 
It is obvious that (F& and (F& exist, 1 <p < CO. 
Now G, =: G, and applying to (7.11) F u mi’s Theorem and integration b’ 
by parts (cf. proof of Theorem 7.5) we find 
jb (F - &)f = 1 (G - (G - Go)) . (T-b - T-,)f 
n. 
= 
I 
G, - (T-, - TJf f E PC, [a, b] C R. 
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Now (F - F,),, exists, by Lemma 3.7, and the denseness of PC in P2 implies 
((1; - F,)f)(t) = $ j Go * Tdtf f s P2, t E R a.e. (7.12) 
A straightforward substitution of the Fourier-series expansion (7.10) of Ga 
in (7.12) shows that 
(F-Fl)f= -T,,&= h * (T,/,f) REP”, 
where the Fourier series of fly P” is the conjugate of that off, and A is the 
Hilbert distribution (see [2; Section 12.81). By a theorem of M. Riesz [2; 
12.9.11, it follows that (F - I$),, _ exists for 1 < p < oo. We conclude that 
F,, exists for the same p. 
EXAMPLE 7.9. (due to R. J. Duffin). We use Part 1 of Example 7.8. This 
time we construct a bounded G, that is continuous except at -+ -k 22. We 
define g, E P2 as the evelz periodic function that agrees with sin D log on 10, l[, 
and set G, = TIIBg,, . Then G, is bounded and continuous as claimed, and 
obviously satisfies (a) and (b). T o p rove (c), we perform the following com- 
putation, including a repeated integration by parts on the function F, 4 
defined by q(s) == -(m)-l cos nns, c,!(s) = sin(log s), for each positive 
integer ?z: 
i-c 
e*rritLsGo(s) ds 
I i 
1 
==m 
'-1 
e*rri?zsgO(s) ds 1 = 2 / 1’ (m cos nns) sin(Iog s) ds / 
0 
= 2 f 2 $41) #(l) - &4-1) WQ=q-‘) - v(l) $41) 
+ d(7-v) $N+l> -I- J-;,.n, P(S) $6) ds / 
=2+2jo+ sin I sin(Iog mz) + (-1)” (mn)-’ -- eos I cos(log nn) 
+ (4-l J..yT, 
(cos mzs)(sin(log s) + cos(log s)) s-~ ds 
< 2 + 2 ! cos(1 + log mn)\ + 2(7rn)-l + 4(7+ Jr;,., s-s ds < 8. 
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8. TRANSLATION-INVARIANT MEMORIES 
We are finally ready to apply our conclusions to the study of the translation- 
invariant memories described in the Introduction. A (short) memory is a linear 
mapping M: K + L such that for each interval [a, 61 CR and all fr , f2 E K, 
MjI and Mf2 agree on [a, b] iffr and fi agree on [a - 1, b]. 
Remark. Just as for P-memories, the scope of this definition is unaltered 
if one merely requires verification of the condition for intervals [a, b] with 
b - a < d for some fixed d > 0. 
Let M be a translation-invariant memory. Translation-invariance implies 
that M maps PC into P1, since these are the null-spaces of T-r - Tl in K 
and L, respectively; we let Mr.: PC +P1 be the linear mapping that agrees 
with M on PC. By the Remark above, M is fully determined by Mp; indeed, 
we have a slightly stronger result, connecting translation-invariant memories 
and P-memories. 
LEMMA 8.1. If M is a translation-invariant memory, then Mp is a P-memory. 
Conversely, if F is a P-memory, there is a unique translation-invariant mem.ory 
M such that Mp = F. 
Proof. The first statement follows trivially from the definitions. 
Assume, then, that F is a P-memory. Let f E K be given. For each n E Z 
there exists g, EPC such that g, agrees with f on [(n - 3)/3, (n + 1)/3]; 
and since F is a P-memory, the restriction of Fg, to [n/3, (n + 1)/3] does not 
depend on the choice of g, . We define Jff to agree with this restriction of 
Fgn on [n/3, (n + 1)/3], for each n. Clearly, M: K -+ L is thus well defined 
and linear, and its restriction to PC agrees with F. We show that M is a 
memory (in view of the Remark above, we restrict the verification of the 
defining condition to intervals [a, b] with b - a < l/3). The proof that &I 
is translation-invariant, and is indeed the unique translation-invariant 
memory to have F as its restriction, is then trivial. 
Let [a, b] C R be given, with b - a < l/3. There exists a unique n E Z such 
that [a, 61 C [(a - 1)/3, (n + 1)/3[. Suppose that fl , f2 E K agree on 
[a - 1, b]. There e-&t g, , g, E PC such that fi agrees with g, and f2 agrees 
with g, on [(n - 4)/3, (n -+ 1)/3]; by the construction of M, Mfl agrees with 
Fg, and I?& agrees with Fg, on [(a - 1)/3, (n + 1)/3]. But g, and g, agree 
(with fl and f2) on [a - 1, b] C [(n - 4)/3, (n -t 1)/3]. Since F is a P-memory, 
Fg, and Fg2 agree on [a, b] C [(n - 1)/3, (n + 1)/3]; therefore so do A4fl and 
?qz . 
The preceding result is the key to applying our work in Sections 3-7 to 
the translation-invariant memories. The application is indeed so straightfor- 
ward that it seems unreasonable to waste time on explicit statements, which 
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would frequently require some ad hoc definitions but no insight. We shall 
therefore merely mention some simple consequences, without necessarily 
stating the most precise form of the results; the latter can easily be supplied 
by the reader. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let M be a translation-invariant memory. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a): M: K -+ L is continuous; 
(b): the P-memory IV& is bounded; 
(c): there exists an interval [a, b] C R and a number c0 > 0 such that 
for allf E K with compact support; 
(d): there exists a number c >, 0 such that 
. t+1 
SUP J 6eR t 
for all boundedf E K. 
Proof. Lemmas 8.1 and 3.3. 
Remark. Condition (d) in this lemma is precisely Condition (M) in [lf 
and (except for the restriction of the domain of t to a half-line) in [7]. It is 
seen in [I] that these equivalent conditions are sufficient for quite strong 
existence, uniqueness, and growth properties of solutions of (1.1). 
Added in Proof. All translation-invariant memories are continuous, and 
the equivalent statements of Lemma 8.2 always hold. This follows from the 
following remarkable theorem and corollary proved by Professor Barry E. 
Johnson (private communication); we state them in the terminology and 
notation of the present paper. 
THEOREM. Assume that F: PC --t P1 is linear, that t E R 1.2 irrational, and 
that T,F = FT, . Then there exists a jinite set A C Z and, for each n E A, az 
unbounded linear mapping B,: PC -+ E, such that B,GTt = e-tiilatB,G and such 
that 
F - 1 Z,B,: PC -> P1 
YEA 
(which commutes with TJ is bounded. 
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COROLLARY. Every P-memory is bomded. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let Al be a translation-itzzaaria?at memory. The follozuiag 
statements are equivalent: 
(a): Al: K --+ L is continuous and maps K into K; 
(b): there exists a contiwous linear mapping iWK: K + K such that 
i&f = Mf for alZf E K; 
(c): the P-memo7y IL/r, is bounded and (n/r,),, exists (07, equivalently, 
(Afp),, exists); 
(d): there is an interval [a, b] C R and a number c, 3 0 such that 
ess ~upt~,~ljj fiff/l < c,, maxR jjfjj for allf E K with compact support; 
(e) [(f)]: the7e exists a number c > 0 such that [Aff is continuous and] 
ess sups (1 IkIj I[ < c supR [/f[/ for all bounded f E K; 
(g): there exists IC?E [CL-~,~~ -+ E] such that 
(&If)(t) = A?IIltf fo7 all f E K and all t E I?. WI 
If these conditions hold, then A2 = (ILIp)” (cf. Theorem 4.2). Cotzversedy, if 
A?E [CG~,~J --f E] is given, (8.1) dfi e nes a translation-inaariant memory, 
satisfuing (a)-(g). 
Proof. Lemmas 8.1, 3.2, and 3.3, Theorem 4.2, and the Closed Graph 
Theorem (for the implication (a) + (b)). 
We omit statements for the “intermediate” situations, in which (A$,),, or 
(&In),, exists for appropriate p, q. They are easily obtained from Lemmas 8.1, 
3.2, and 3.3. We do point out one individual result, which establishes a fact 
claimed in [7; Section 4, Remark 21. 
THEOREM 8.4. Assume that E is isomorphic to a Hilbert space. Jf iV is a 
continuous translation-inaariant memory, the71 there exists a number c > 0 such 
that 
SUP (J-l !I B-f !,i)lP < c s”Rp ((f j/ 
teR I 
for all bounded f E K. 
Proof. By Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2, A& is a bounded P-memory. By Lemmas 
3.7 and 3.2, (Mp)c, exists. The conclusion follows from Lemma 3.3, trans- 
lation-invariance, and Lemma 8.1. 
We now turn to the representation theorems that can be obtained from 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 by means of Lemma 8.1. We only formulate the result 
for the case in which E is isomorphic to a Hilbert space. 
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THEOREM 8.5. Assume that E is isomorphic to a Hilbert space, 
(1) If M is a continuous translation-invariant memory, there exist 
Q E [E -+ E] and H E [Lf-,,,, + E] such that 
s” Mf = Q lb f + H(lT, - L7,Jf f E K, [a, b] C R, W) 
(I ‘Cl 
11 HI&J, 1) = O(\ n I-‘); (8.3) 
Q and H are uniquely determined by (8.2). 
(2) Conversely, ifQ E [E + E] and H E [L~-,,,l --f E] are gizten and (8.3) 
is satisfied, there exists a unique corztinuous translation-invariatzt memory M 
satisfying (8.2). 
Proof. Proof of (1). By Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2, IVn is a bounded F-memory. 
By Lemma 3.1, there exists Q E [E--z E] such that M&, = Z,Q. By Lemma 
4.4, F = Mn - Q” is a bounded P-memory and satisfies I?&, = 0. By 
Lemma 3.7, F,, exists. By Theorem 6.1, there exists H = H, E [Lt-,,,l + E] 
satisfying (8.3) and 
1 b Fg = H(17, - rr,)g g E PC, [a, b] C R. (8.4) -Cl 
Now let [a, b] be an interval with b - a < 1. For given f E K there exists 
g E PC such that f and g agree on [a - 1,6]. Therefore &If and fMg = Mng 
agree on [a, 61, and IIJ = fl,g, nbf = n&g. Thus (8.4) implies 
= Q j” f + H(flb - rr,)f. 
0 
Thus (8.2) holds when b - a < 1; but by the form of this equation it then 
holds for all intervals [a, 61. 
The uniqueness of Q follows by applying (8.2) to constants; the uniqueness 
of N then follows from Theorem 6.1. 
Proof of(2). With Has specified, there exists, by Theorem 6.2, a bounded 
P-memory F with FZO = 0, such that (8.4) is satisfied. With Q as given, 
F + Q” is a bounded P-memory; by Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 there exists a 
translation-invariant memory M such that Mn = F -+ Qx. If we now apply 
the proof of (1) to this M, we find that it satisfies (8.2) with the given Q and 
N. The uniqueness of M is obvious. 
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Remark. The substance of (8.2) may b e restated as follows (cf. Remark 1 
to Theorem 6.1): for each f E K, the function t I-+ HI&f is a primitive (an 
indefinite Bochner integral), and (IVrf)(t) = Qf(t) + (d/dt)(H&f) for almost 
allt~R. 
Finally, we state the representation theorems for the case of finite-dimen- 
sional E. 
THEOREM 8.6. Assume that E is Jiltite-dimensional 
(1) If M is a continuous translation-invariant memory, there exist 
Q E [E---f E] and e E LF-I,Ol([E -+ E]) such that 
bnilf-QS&f+l"l C? . (IIb - IIJf f E K, [a, b] C R (8.5) 
(i.e., (Mf)(t) = Qf (t) + (d/dt) ftl G(s)f(s + t) ds for almost all t E R), and 
e satisfies (7.3). Q and e are uniquely determined by (8.5). 
(2) Conversely, a7 Q E [E - El and G E Lt-,,,JP -+ El) are given and 
(7.3) is satisjed, there exists a unique continuous translation-invariant memory 
M satisjjhg (8.5). 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 7.1 just as Theorem 8.5 follows from 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. 
The next result is a slight refinement of the well-known representation by 
Stieltjbs convolutions of the translation-invariant memories in a finite- 
dimensional E when the conditions of Theorem 8.3 hold (the “continuous 
case”). 
THEOREM 8.7. Assume that E isJinite-dimensional. 
(1) If M is a continuous translation-invariant memory, and Q and e are 
as in Theorem 8.6, then M maps K into K if and only tjc e E V~-&[E -+ El). 
In that case we have 
(Mf l(t) = Qf (t) - .c_“, (d@ . Gf (= Qf (4 - j-II (d&N f (s + t)) 
fEK, tER. 
C3,6) 
(2) Conversely, if Q E [E + E] and C2 GV~-~,~J([E -+ EJ) are given, 
(8.6) defines a continuous translation-invariant memory M that maps K into K. 
Proof. Set F = Mr. - Qx and observe that, by Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 
8.3, M maps K into K if and only if Fee exists. The theorem then follows 
from Theorem 7.5 just as Theorem 8.5 follows from Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. 
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9. APPENDIX: ON “USLXL CARATH~ODORY CONDITIOXS" 
A typical formulation of a differential equation with delays under 
“Caratheodory conditions” might be: 
li(tj + @(I&u, t) = 0 for almost all t E R, (9.1) 
where (using our notation) @: Ct-r,al x R --f E is a given function such that 
z, ti @(v, t): C[-l,0~ + E is continuous for each t E R, and further mea- 
surability and local integrability conditions are satisfied (see, e.g., [3; p. 301). 
A linear homogeneous equation would thus be 
ti(t) + Y(t) I&u = 0 for almost all t E RR, w9 
where Y(t) E [C[-l,Ol-+ E] for each t E R, and Y satisfies additional conditions 
(such as strong operator measurability). 
If (9.2) is to be an autonomous equation, it seems clear that F must have 
A 
a constant value, say ME [CI-,,,I -+ E], and (9.2) would have the form (1.1) 
with Y = 0 and M given by (8.1); thus the translation-invariant memory 
entering (9.2) is not merely continuous, but maps K into K (Theorem 8.3). 
Before we examine the soundness of this inference, let us look at some of its 
implications. 
There are continuous translation-invariant memories that do not map K 
into K, even when E is the scalar field: use Lemma 8.1 to construct M such 
that J%& is one of the P-memories in Examples 7.8,7.9, and verify the asserted 
properties using Lemma 8.2 and Theorem 8.3. And yet these memories do 
satisfy the “natural” conditions guaranteeing existence, uniqueness, and 
exponential bounds for solutions of (1.1), and even the compactness of the 
associated transition operators ([I]; cf. Remark to Lemma 8.2). Thus the 
assumption that the equation is of the form (9.2) is restrictive even in the 
(scalar) autonomous case, regardless of the precise nature of the additional 
assumptions on F in this situation we are in fact no longer in the “CarathCo- 
dory case” at all, since M agrees with a continuous linear mapping Mx: K+K 
(Theorem 8.3). 
There is a cavil, however: Equation (1.1) refers to equivalence classes of 
measurable functions modulo null sets, and is supposed to hold as an equality 
in L, while (9.2) refers to specific functions, and “almost all t” means ‘all t 
not in a null set, which may depend on u”. It may therefore not be quite so 
obvious that the assumption that the memory M represented (9.2) is trans- 
lation invariant does imply that M has the form (8.1). We therefore conclude 
by giving a complete proof of this fact. We shall of course have to maintain 
a careful distinction between individual measurable function and equivalence 
classes of such functions. 
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THEOREM 9.1. Let A/I be a translation-inwariant me-mo~y. If there exists 
Y: R ---f [CC-~,~~ + E] such tlzat, for each f E K, the function 
t*Y(t)I&f:R+E 
is measurable and a member of the-equivalence class Mji then. n/l is continuous 
and maps K into K. 
Proof. 1. By Lemma 8.1, F = Mr. is a P-memory. If we apply the 
assumption tof = Znx for each n E& x E E, we obtain from (2.2), (2.7) that 
is a member of the equivalence class MZnx = FZ,x; but so is ZnQnG~ by 
Lemma 3.1; therefore Y(t) J&Z,x = Qnz for almost all t E R. It follows that, 
for each g E Tr, the function t i--t Y(t) Ilog agrees a.e. with a constant. 
Let us rephrase this conclusion a little more formally. Denote by S the 
image of Tr under &, . S is a linear manifold in C~-r,sl , and we provide it 
with the induced norm. We have proved that there is a mapping K: S -Y E, 
and for each a E S there is a null set N,” C R, such that 
for each z.1 E S, Y(t) zj == Kv for all t E R’\NU . (9.3) 
The mapping K is obviously linear; we show that it is continuous at 0, hence 
bounded. If (2~~) is a sequence in S with Em,,, II e?, Ii, = 0, the set 
is a null set; we choose to E R’\N and infer from (9.3) 
Now S is dense in Ct-l,Ol , an obvious consequence of Lemma 2.1. There 
exists, therefore, a unique P E [CL-~,~~ -+ E] that agrees with K on S; we 
may then rephrase (9.3) as follows: 
for each g E Tr, (Y(t) - P) J&g = 0 for almost all t E R. (9.4) 
2. We apply (9.4) in particular to g = ZFax for each n E& x E E and 
find, using (2.2) and (2.7), 
(Y(t) - P) ITJnx = erint(Y(t) - P) I&Znx =I 0 for almost all t E R. 
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Therefore (and here we become again a little more formal) there exists for 
every g E Tr a null set N,’ C R such that 
for each g E Tr, (Y(t) - E) f7,g = 0 for all t E R\Jl;‘,‘. (94 
Now let f~ PC be given. By Lemma 2.1 there exists a sequence (gz) in 
Tr such that lim,,,, If - g,,n Ic = 0. Then IV’ = (Jl=r Ni,. is a null set; 
and for each t E R\,,AJ’ we infer from (9.5) 
NY(t) - $1 &f I! = Il(Wj - 6 J&U - g,)ll < I! Y(t) - E II If - g,, Ic + 0 
as m--z Co. 
We conclude that Y(t) I&f = @ITJ for almost all t E R. 
But the assumption of the theorem then requires that the (continuous) 
function t w I%IJ be a representative of the equivalence class Itlj = Ff. By 
Theorem 4.2, the P-memory F = Mp is bounded and F,, -= (n/l,),, exists. 
The conclusion of the theorem now follows from Theorem 8.3. 
Remark. By Theorem 8.3, the converse of Theorem 9.1 holds, with 
Y(t) = I& for all t E R. 
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